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Antares Barcelona, a luxe, wellness-focused project in Spain, is Studio Odile Decq’s first residential tower
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The Paris-based Studio Odile Decq is known for work that encompasses architecture, urban 
planning, and art. Examples include the dynamic expansion of MACRO, a contemporary art  
museum in Rome; the Confluence Institute in Architecture, a school established by Odile Decq  
in 2014 in Lyon and now located in Paris; and Maison Bernard, a series of red, bubble-shape 
structures on the French Riviera that grew along with the family who commissioned it, as well  
as furniture and lighting for Poltrona Frau and Luceplan. 

Clearly, the architect has worked in a variety of sectors. But her latest project, Antares Barcelona, 
a 26-story luxury apartment building, is her first residential high-rise. It’s also her first building 
in the Spanish city, located at the start of the famed Avenida Diagonal and overlooking the Medi-
terranean Sea. Decq won a competition in 2015 to design the building, which began construction 
in 2019 and was completed late last year. 

Although she had to start with the existing skeleton of a project that was never completed, 
Decq made it her own. “My vision for the building,” she begins, “was to increase the perception 
of height. The building is square, and a bit fat. We added between seven and 10 floors, depending 
on the parts of the structure.” Decq also felt strongly, given its location, that “people feel they’re 
outside, since most sides of the building look at the sea.” Angled balconies on the four curved fa-
cades and floor-to-ceiling windows offer what Decq calls “fantastic views.” To take full advantage 
of them, Studio Odile Decq conceived the 88 apartments so that only the living rooms and bed-
rooms face the view. “The larger spaces are totally free,” she adds. There are two penthouses  

Previous spread: At Antares Barcelona, a residential high-rise in Spain by Studio Odile Decq, a swimming pool is located under the 
building’s parking-garage ramp, its underside of polished stainless-steel panels reflecting the water.

Opposite top: Walls in the lobby are lacquered red, the project’s—and the city’s—signature color. Opposite bottom: The curves of 
the glass enclosing the entry and the Grand Café Rouge at left echo the waves of the Mediterranean Sea, which Antares overlooks; 
photography: Carlos Allende.

Top: Undulating alder walls define the building’s subterranean wellness area. Bottom: The restaurant’s furniture and chandelier 
are custom. 

“One of Decq’s signatures is her use of color, and she employs that technique  
to full effect at Antares”
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on the top floor, and duplex apartments from the 22nd to the 25th 
floors. They’re capped by a rooftop terrace, its infinity pool in-
tended to “blend into the sea,” Decq notes. 

One of Decq’s signatures is her use of color, and she employs that 
technique to full effect at Antares, particularly with red. “It’s the 
color of Barcelona,” she says. It’s visible from the exterior, as three 
of the building’s upper-level under-balconies are concrete integrally 
colored with the hue. Inside, on the ground floor, an undulating 
glass form that contains the lobby on one side, four elevators each 
have a different interior: mirrored, white, black, and, yes, red. Be-
hind the custom reception desk, curved walls, covered with crim-
son lacquer over canvas, create a dramatic effect. On the other side 
of the lobby, a restaurant aptly named Grand Café Rouge is run by 
the Michelin-starred chef Romain Fornell. Decq designed the space, 
as well as its furniture and lighting, including the painted-steel  
tables and chairs and the striking metal and glass chandelier.  
A staircase, cloaked in more scarlet, bends sharply, leading to  
a mezzanine above. 

In the garden, for which Decq chose the plantings, the vivid color 
reappears on the facade of an angular pavilion, which serves as a 
community space for Antares residents and a private party venue 
for the restaurant. In front of it, a stepped wooden dome has a 
glassed opening at the top that sends daylight down to the subter-
ranean yoga room. It’s part of the project’s extensive wellness 
area; measuring over 10,000 square feet, it contains a gym, a spa, 
a sauna, steam and massage rooms, and a green wall—all nestled 
among another array of undulating walls, this time made of alder. 
Also here, under the ramp of the building’s parking garage, a moody, 
hammamlike room with layered, black stone walls encloses a 
swimming pool and a Jacuzzi. The underside of the ramp is clad  
in polished stainless steel that reflects the water, the rhythmic 
movement appearing like an art installation.  

Above-ground, on the building’s 10th floor, Decq conceived the 
interiors of three model apartments, with the London office of 
Hirsch Bedner Associates completing furniture arrangements. Each 
residence has a theme based on the work of a legendary Spanish 

Top: Hemlock chaise longues furnish a relaxation area in the basement. Center: An angular 
aluminum-clad pavilion is a community space for Antares residents; photography: Carlos Allende. 
Bottom: Parvati and ficus plants compose the green wall. 

Opposite top: More alder surrounds the yoga room, its skylight visible outside, in front of the red 
pavilion. Opposite bottom: A strip of LEDs runs across the pool area’s stone-tile wall; photography: 
Pere Peris. 
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artist: Eduardo Chillida, Joan Miró, and Antoni Tàpies. Furnished with a mix of contemporary and 
classic 20th-century pieces, the rooms display their works, the décor’s palette borrowed from the 
art; for instance, in the Miró residence, a pair of George Nelson Coconut chairs has bright yellow 
upholstery. In these and the building’s other apartments, which range from one- to four-bedrooms, 
Decq designed the kitchen islands, tubs, sinks, and door handles. 

The architect’s current projects include an office building in Paris, a competition for a house in 
Saudi Arabia, and two homes in Brittany, where the architect grew up. “I like doing houses when 
the clients are very particular,” Decq says. “When I did Antares, I was thinking how I’d love to live 
in it, and about the continuity between inside and outside.” Indeed, that continuity is seamless. 

Opposite top: The curved facades and glass-walled balconies maximize views of the city, mountains, and Mediterranean. Opposite 
bottom: Studio Odile Decq, with HBA, designed each of the three model apartments to reflect the work of legendary Spanish artists,  
this one an homage to Joan Miró; photography: Pere Peris. 

Top: Another pool is featured on the roof, which has bamboo decking. Bottom: The top floors of the 26-story building are integrally  
colored concrete. 

PROJECT TEAM  

FITÓ ARQUITECTES: ARCHITECT OF RECORD. FERRÉS ARQUITECTOS Y CONSULTORES: FACADE. STATIC INGENIERIA: STRUCTURAL 

ENGINEER. JG INGENIEROS: MEP. HIRSCH BEDNER ASSOCIATES: MODEL APARTMENT CONSULTANT. CARRÉ FURNITURE: WOODWORK. 

PRODUCT SOURCES  

FROM FRONT OSCARINOX: RAMP PANELS (POOL). PORCELANOSA: WALL TILE. DADRA: CUSTOM CHAIRS, CUSTOM TABLES (RESTAURANT). 

GEOMETRIA VIVA: CUSTOM CHANDELIER. FREIXANET WELLNESS: CHAISE LONGUES (RELAXATION AREA). ALUCOBOND: FACADE 

(PAVILION). VERDTICAL URBAN BIOTECHNOLOGY: GREEN WALL (WELLNESS AREA). CHRISTOPHE DELCOURT: SOFA, COCKTAIL 

TABLE (MODEL). VITRA: CHAIRS. FERM LIVING: FLOOR LAMP. MERIDIANI: RED STOOL. MOSO: FLOORING (MODEL), DECKING (ROOF). 

THROUGHOUT CRICURSA: EXTERIOR GLASS.
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